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Chapter I The Ulysses S. Grant MissionWhat would happen if the Confederate Forces captured

General Ulysses S. Grant? First off, he was the best general the Union Forces had and that could

open the way for the North to lose the war. Secondly, he would never have become President of the

United States of America, as he would not have been the hero he was. And with the Confederacy

winning the war, Great Britain might have entered the war on their side. This would have split

America up forever ensuring that neither would become a super power and after awhile Japan

would be the real power in the Pacific. The club sends Robert Andrews, a world-class balloonist and

hang glider to prevent this from happening. After a long train and boat ride with Union Forces he

finally gets to the General when things quickly go wrong. With the help of Angie Verdi, a pretty

seamstress and volunteer nurse, Robert chooses to use technology from our time to complete the

mission. Chapter II The Civil War Spirit MissionWhy would a Union soldierâ€™s spirit linger around

the battlefield for a few hundred years? This question was answered by a special mission back to

the time of the Civil War by one of the Time Watchers group, Fred Wiatre. As a club member he

dresses like his ancestor did, a Captain in the Union Army and easily enters the camp where

Trooper Ponds, the future ghost, is alive and well. His mission: To find the reason that Trooper

Ponds stays around after heâ€™s killed.
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I love history and I'm fascinated by time travel, so it isn't surprising I chose this for my next book to

read. I had already finished the first three books in the series, and this was like sitting down with an

old friend to head another enjoyable tale. This time, General Grant has to be rescued and, in the

companion story, an Army trooper's reputation must be restored. I understand that these books

were written for younger readers, so there aren't any dark plot twists or complicated motivations. But

the stories do provoke some thoughts about how we would feel if we went back in time, some

ingenious solutions, and a few suspenseful moments. The historical detail is very interesting too. So

I thoroughly enjoyed this book and recommend it to anyone looking for a light, entertaining

diversion.

I'm going to write a generic review of the series... I have read all of the books thus far and REALLY

enjoyed them. The premise is quite interesting... although I am not one that has issues with

suspending disbelief. Come on, it is a time travel novel... assume that there will be some disbelief to

be suspended.The characters are good... not quite on par with some of the big name writers, but

certainly well above average. Their depth could be increased, but they are 3D enough that they

aren't distracting.The plots are what make the series shine. I love history, and the author delves

deeply into things that are often glossed over... like the smells and dirt... And while I will admit that

I'm not an expert, the story lines are quite plausible, given that we ARE talking about traveling in

time.Overall, I would recommend EVERY book in the series. They are a lot of fun.

I thoroughly enjoyed this as well as all of the books in the 1800's Club series. They're easy reading

and helps you to see parts of history that may not have been in the history books such as the

colors, the smells, the NY skyline throughout the years...It also brought some insight as to those

folks who affected history, but we've never heard about. The ancestors of current day (within the

last 50 years) high profile people.One thing I would suggest - please have someone proof the

e-copy for spelling/grammatical errors. Even though spell check may go over the whole document

and the 'spelling' may be correct for certain words, that doesn't mean that that particular spelling is

accurate in the context of a particular sentence.All in all - I have really enjoyed these books - they



remind me somewhat of the movie 'The 13th Floor'.

If your into time travel and a few unexpected twists this is the book for you, They are light reading

but I truly could not put it down and when I was done I checked to see if in the last 24 hours he had

written the next installment or told me about his next adventure, yes I have read all 8 books an look

forward to many many more.

I have read all the books in the series, so obviously I like them. The research on the various times is

thorough and I really enjoyed reading all the detailed descriptions.HOWEVER,with that said, the

poor proofreading, misspelling, bad grammar and the like was very irritating.I do recommend you

read these books anyhow -- just gloss over the irritating little errors. As I recall volumes 4 and 5

were the worst for this. That's why I'm only giving 4 stars to this series.I hope the author will look

these books over carefully and correct them (or get someone to do it); in that case, this series will

be a 5-star winner!!

This series presents more interesting stories about the travels of members of the 1800's Club. The

members of this group meet on various evenings for dinner and conversation. They dress and

speak as if they were in the Civil War era. Now and again, people in the future notice that events in

history have gone astray. They let the president of the 1800's Club know and he goes back or

sends back a member who has the skills to correct the problem. I buy the next book in this series

every time a new one comes out.

Holds your interest. I would tell any of my friends to check these books out. Especially if you want to

know how we use to live.

I've read all five, one after the other. I still love the series, however didn't enjoy the first mission as

much as all the others. That is the only reason for 4, instead of 5 stars. Mr. McCauley redeemed

himself, believe it or not, with the ghost story. I'm ready for book 6!!!
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